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Curriculum Introduction

Your
teacher
will show
starting point
and to
theintegrate
ending point
that the person
Because of2.the
changes
made
to theyou
BC the
Curriculum,
the goal
the Core
walking
of waterTechnology
must follow.and
Your
teacher
will also show you the
Competencies,
andwith
the the
ideacontainer
that the Applied
Design
Thinking
that
needs
to travel
with the
person
walking
fromthis
thesecond
starting point to
componentamount
should of
bewater
woven
into
the various
subject
areas
already
taught,
the
ending.
(You
can
negotiate
meaning
and
increase
student
engagement
at this point
year of new Run for Water curriculum is designed to better meet these educational
by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
needs.
be transported.)
This curriculum addresses and integrates reflection on the Core Competencies. Some
3. student
You may
test yourfor
container
it in order to make needed improvements.
examples of
reflection
each of while
these building
may include:
4. You willwas
share
and with
present
your group’s
finished
container
and demonstrate
its use
Communication—“I
talking
my group
about how
to make
a container
for
bywater.”
having one team member walk it along the course.
transporting
Creative Thinking—“I came up with a new idea when the first idea didn’t work” and “I
Supplies:what
various
recyclables
(cereal
boxes,
just loved showing
I learned
about the
water
usingcracker
art!” boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
(Options: tested
Includeour
student
voice
and up
choice
this part,
whatours
youdidn’t
or they collect from
Critical Thinking—“I
idea and
came
with in
a new
plan or
when
work” and “I
was so surprised at what I saw in the water and wanted to figure out what
home!)
they {the specimens} all were.”
Next Steps
Making, Sharing,
Skills and
Positive Personal
and (Ideating,
Cultural Identity—“I
learnedApplying
that all people
needTechnologies):
clean water to
stay healthy.
All people
clean water!”
Students
will deserve
need to engage
in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
Personal Awareness
and
Responsibility—“I
didn’t
like using
the feeling
carrying
waterskills
or and
sharing. They will participate in this
activity
safetyofwhile
applying
running outtechnologies
of water to use
for thethe
day.
We container
need to address
to create
water
model. the problem of communities
having no clean water!”
Social Responsibility—“I
wantbegin
to work
with others
developtoabuild
solution
the cleanwhat might it
Students can now
to imagine
(listto
reasons
this to
container,
water crisislook
in our
world!
We
need
to
help
communities
get
access
to
clean
like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share yourwater.”
ideas, listen to the
ideas
of
others,
decide
on
an
idea
to
use),
create
(gather
supplies,
divide your work so
Big Ideas:
member
a role),
andcurriculum
test! Feel free
to have Big
students
Below are each
only ateam
few of
the Bighas
Ideas
that this
addresses.
ideas,use discussion or
journaling.
An
example
of
journaling
to
walk
students
through
the
steps
curricular competencies and the content that can be used to teach these ideas
andis provided for
you are
(See
Additional Resources
on page
competencies
represented
at every grade
level,11).
making this curriculum useful

across all grade levels.
Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
about their
experience!
Feel free toAll
doofthis
before
afterintesting
Applied Design,
Skills,
and Technologies:
theeither
big ideas
areorused
theseit out. Have
studentsfrom
share
about
their
idea,
why
thought
this would
solution, how
activities, ranging
K-8.
These
ideas
are
as they
simple
as Designs
growbe
outthe
of best
natural
they
put
it
together,
etc.
And
if
presenting
after
they
tested
it
out,
what
worked
or not
curiosity and Skills can be developed through play or as complex as Design can be
why!
responsiveand
to identified
needs and Complex tasks may require multiple tools and
technologies.
Reflecting:
Art:
Kindergarten—People
connect
to others
and share
through
thetested
arts. their model. Did
The challenge
ends when
all groups
haveideas
presented
and
Grade 3—Creative
involve an
interplayon
between
exploration,
inquiry,
andto get water
students experiences
meet the challenge?
Reflecting
the scenario,
was there
a way
purposeful to
choice.
the village using the constructed container?
Grade 5—Works of art influence and are influenced by the world around us.
Think about how
the
model worked.
Was
your water
container
successful?
Why or why
Grade 6—Experiencing
art is
a means
to develop
empathy
for others’
perspectives
and
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
experiences.
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
Science: this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
Kindergarten—Plants
animals
have
observable
features and
Humans
you learnedand
about
the rural
Ethiopian
communities
working
with interact
Run for with
Water?
matter every day through familiar materials.
www.runforwater.ca
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Grade 1—Living things have features and behaviours that help them survive in their
environment.
Grade 2—Water
essential
all living
and itpoint
cycles
through
the environment.
2. Youristeacher
willtoshow
youthings,
the starting
and
the ending
point that the person
Grade 3—Living
things
are
diverse,
can
be
grouped,
and
interact
with
their
walking with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will ecosystems.
also show you the
Grade 4—All
living of
things
and respond
theirthe
environment.
amount
watersense
that needs
to traveltowith
person walking from the starting point to
Grades 8—Life
processes
the cellular
the ending.
(Youare
canperformed
negotiate at
meaning
and level.
increase student engagement at this point

by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
Social Studies:
be transported.)
Kindergarten—Rights,
roles and responsibilities shape our identity and help us build
healthy relationships with others.
3. Youactions
may test
your
container
while building
in order
to make
needed
Grade 2—Local
have
global
consequences,
anditglobal
actions
have
local improvements.
consequences and Individuals have rights and responsibilities as global citizens.
4. You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
Grade 3—People from diverse cultures and societies share some common experiences
by having one team member walk it along the course.
and aspects of life.
Grade 6—Complex
problems
require
international
co-operation
make
difficult
Supplies:global
various
recyclables
(cereal
boxes, cracker
boxes, to
etc.),
tape,
paper, yarn, etc.
choices about the future.
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
Grade 8—Human and environmental factors shape changes in population and living
home!)
standards.
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
Career Education:
Kindergarten-Grade
3—Effective
collaboration
reliesideating,
on clear,prototyping,
respectful testing, making and
Students will
need to engage
in defining,
communication.
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
Grades 4-5—Leadership
listening
and respecting
technologies torequires
create the
water to
container
model. the ideas of others.
Grades 6-7—Practicing respectful, ethical, inclusive behavior prepares us for the
expectations
of the workplace
and Leadership
represents
planning,
goal-setting,
Students
can now begin
to imagine (list
reasonsgood
to build
this container,
what might it
and collaboration.
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
and why!
Reflecting:
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
to the village using the constructed container?
Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
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Curriculum Summary
This Curriculum
includes
parts:
2. Your
teacher3 will
show you the starting point and the ending point that the person

walking with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the
1. An Entry Event: Students will be provided with a set amount of clean water that they
amount of water that needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
need to carry around with them and conserve. Students will have the opportunity to
the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
experience—in a small way—a situation where they are concerned about the amount
by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
of clean water available to them and make choices on how best to use it, similar to
be transported.)
children living in rural Ethiopian communities with no access to clean water. The goal
is to develop
some
of the enormous
challenges
facedtoby
children
in other
3. You
mayawareness
test your container
while building
it in order
make
needed
improvements.
parts of the world, and give them an idea of the injustice surrounding lack of access to
clean water.
Students
will and
havepresent
to thinkyour
critically
andfinished
creatively
about the
for
4. You
will share
group’s
container
andneed
demonstrate
its use
availableby
clean
water.
having one team member walk it along the course.
2. Learning
throughvarious
a STEM
(Science,(cereal
Technology,
Mathematics)
Supplies:
recyclables
boxes,Engineering,
cracker boxes,
etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
/Design (Options:
ThinkingInclude
Activitystudent
or Science
Experiment:
Teachers
and
students
have
voice and choice in this part, or what you orwill
they
collect from
a choicehome!)
to learn about the way many girls in remote villages need to transport water,
what is in the water they are using and consuming, and the work Run for Water does
by choosing
(or (Ideating,
both) of the
following
activities:
Nextone
Steps
Making,
Sharing,
Applying Skills and Technologies):
Students
will need to engage
in defining,
prototyping, testing,
a. Move
It! A STEM/Design
Thinking
Activity ideating,
about Transporting
Water—making and
sharing.
They
will
participate
in
this
activity
using
safety
while
applying
Students will be given a Problem (Scenario) as if they are a child living in askills
rural and
technologies
to access
create the
waterwater
container
model.
community
with no
to clean
with the
challenge to create a container
that will transport water safely from a starting point to the end point. This would
Students
can
begin
to imagine
reasonswater,
to build
this
container,
what might it
mimic
the idea
of now
finding
a water
source,(list
collecting
and
carrying
it back
lookThis
like),
(draw
and label
your idea),the
collaborate
your ideas,
listen to the
home.
willplan
allow
students
to understand
additional(share
challenges
that exist
ideas
of
others,
decide
on
an
idea
to
use),
create
(gather
supplies,
divide
your work so
around having no access to clean water. Children, mainly girls, are tasked with
each
teamsources
member
has
a role),
test!
Feel
free to have
usecarry
discussion or
finding
water
like
rivers
andand
ponds
and
collecting
waterstudents
which they
journaling.
An
example
of
journaling
to
walk
students
through
the
steps
is
provided for
on their backs in order to transport home. It also helps to answer why it is
you (See
Resources
onwith
pagethese
11). communities to bring pipelines
important
thatAdditional
Run for Water
partners
and water pumps near their homes; not only does drinking water need to be
Don’t
to have students
present
their work
to their
Everyone
clean,
butforget
also accessible.
Students
will engage
in the
stepspeers!
of designing
andloves to talk
about
Feel
doCurriculum,
this either before
after
testing
an their
idea experience!
as outlined in
the free
NewtoBC
as welloras
usetesting
Criticalit out. Have
students
share
about
their
idea,
why
they
thought
this
would
be
the
solution, how
Thinking, Creative Thinking and Communication as they work towards abest
solution
they
put
it
together,
etc.
And
if
presenting
after
they
tested
it
out,
what
worked
and evaluate their model and the process of creating the model of the container. or not
and why!
b. Crystal clear or not? Water Analysis Investigation —Students will explore
Reflecting:
samples
of local water and investigate what is in the water by using microscopes
or magnifying devices. In doing so, students will better understand the danger of
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
the water that is available to many remote villages in Ethiopia and the important
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
work that Run for Water does in Ethiopia by partnering with communities to
to the village using the constructed container?
provide access to clean water. Students will engage in the steps of Scientific
Inquiry
as about
outlined
in the
the model
New BC
Curriculum,
as well
as container
use Critical
Thinking, Why or why
Think
how
worked.
Was your
water
successful?
Creative
Thinking,
and
Communication
as
they
explore
water
samples.
Options
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team
work together?
to collect
show
learning
using
alsowent
integrated
into this
What data
was aand
hard
part?
What was
a Art
partisthat
well? What
did you like most about
investigation.
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
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3. Learning Presentation: Students and teachers will choose a unique way to show,
represent, or articulate what they learned through the above activities, and present it to
their peers.2.Student
creativity,
decision-making,
and point
voice and
and the
choice
will point
be used
Your teacher
will show
you the starting
ending
thattothe person
show learning.
These
be done
in-class,
grade
levels,
in an
walking
withpresentations
the containercan
of water
must
follow. in
Your
teacher
willoralso
show you the
assembly setting.
amount of water that needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
In all theseby
activities,
Run students
for Watersuggest
resources,
and or
books
used
to is required to
having your
the videos,
“course”links,
of travel
how are
much
water
support learning
and provide the added information and knowledge needed. Sample
be transported.)
discussion questions and Exit Ticket/Reflection Journal ideas are also included within
the resource.
3. You may test your container while building it in order to make needed improvements.
4. You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
by having one team member walk it along the course.

Supplies: various recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
home!)
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
technologies to create the water container model.
Students can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
and why!
Reflecting:
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
to the village using the constructed container?
Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
4
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Run for Water 2020 Curriculum

Part 1: Entry Event
2. Your teacher will show you the starting point and the ending point that the person
with
container
of Run
water
follow.
YourAssembly)
teacher will also show you the
Date: TBD walking
(This can
bethe
based
on your
formust
Water
Kick-off
amount of water that needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
Core Competencies
addressed:
critical thinking,
creative
thinking,student
communication,
the ending.
(You can negotiate
meaning
and increase
engagement at this point
social responsibility
by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
be transported.)
1. To prepare: Have students bring a water bottle of their own to school, or use the
water bottles
provided
as part
the Supply
Kit. building it in order to make needed improvements.
3. You
may test
yourofcontainer
while
The water in this water bottle will be the only water the student or group of students will
4. You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
be able to use
for theone
“day”
or allotted
in itwhich
participate in the Entry
by having
team
membertime
walk
alongyou
thewill
course.
Event. Each time water is used, an equivalent portion should be measured and
disposed ofSupplies:
(or crossed
out on
the water(cereal
usage chart).
various
recyclables
boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
The goal in this activity is that students will see how quickly they are using up their
home!)
water by doing things that we take for granted—sips from water bottles, bathroom
breaks, washing
hands,
etc. ThisMaking,
activity Sharing,
will help students
how precious the
Next Steps
(Ideating,
Applying understand
Skills and Technologies):
water is that the girls (children and women) collect. Because of the long walk for water
Students
to engage
in back
defining,
prototyping,
testing,
making and
and the amount
thatwill
theyneed
are able
to bring
withideating,
them, water
usage needs
to be
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
rationed. Choices have to be made based on how much water is available—things like
technologies to create the water container model.
how much can be used in cooking and drinking, how much can be used in cleaning,
how much Students
can be used
family
and (list
growing—that
thing.
canfor
now
beginanimals
to imagine
reasons totype
buildofthis
container, what might it
look
(drawgain
andsome
label insight
your idea),
collaborate
(share yourfaced
ideas,bylisten to the
This activity
willlike),
help plan
students
into the
various challenges
ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
girls and women who collect water daily for household use. For example, girls and
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
women have to ensure they are fetching enough water for their families and this
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
sometimesyou
means
have toResources
go to the river
multiple
(Seethey
Additional
on page
11).times per day. Run for Water
partners with these communities to build accessible clean water systems which provide
an abundance
cleanto
and
healthy
water!
Don’tofforget
have
students
present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
Materials: students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
� large, clear plastic container (like a 2L pop bottle) or personal water bottles
and why!
� measuring tool to measure or water usage chart
� Para-cord or string to hold or carry the bottle
Reflecting:
OR wide strips of material to use as slings to carry the water container
*youThe
canchallenge
use scarves
orwhen
fabricall
cutgroups
approximately
1.5 m x and
50cm
ends
have presented
tested their model. Did
� Water
Usage
Chart
or
visual
to
represent
water
used
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
to the village using the constructed container?
Directions:
Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
1. Have students carry their filled water container with them for the duration of the Entry
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
Event. If using the large plastic container, students may want to carry it using an
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
“Adjustable Bottle/Jug Sling Knot”
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BhVBHoB910A), using heavy string like Kibra
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
Created by Susan Dykshoorn, Envision Financial Run for Water Curriculum 2020
www.runforwater.ca
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and her sister (https://vimeo.com/332061177 at 2:42) OR using cloth to make a sling
similar to the way Nema from Sierra Leone does it
((https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZPFI2tVpNE)
2. Your teacher will show you the starting point and the ending point that the person
withthe
theinformation
container ofinwater
must follow.
Your teacher will also show you the
2. Read or walking
summarize
the following
articles:
amount of water that needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
• https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2016/07/07/484793736/millions-ofby having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
women-take-a-long-walk-with-a-40-pound-water-can
be transported.)
• https://www.worldvision.org/clean-water-news-stories/carrying-water-pain-neck
3. Youwould
may test
your container while building it in order to make needed improvements.
Some highlights
include:

will container
share and(to
present
your
group’s
container
* They use4.a You
20-22L
carry on
their
head finished
or tie to their
back)and demonstrate its use
by is
having
one40-44
team member
walk it along the course.
* The weight
between
lbs
* A person needs about 15 L of water each day or a family of 6 needs about 80L ow
Supplies: various recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
water
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
In comparison:
home!)
According Next
to Safe
Drinking
WaterMaking,
Foundation
(https://www.safewater.org/fact-sheetsSteps
(Ideating,
Sharing,
Applying Skills and Technologies):
1/2017/1/23/facts-and-statistics), the average Canadian uses 335L of water each day.
Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
They will Activity
participate
in this
activity
% of dailysharing.
water used
water
is used
for using safety while applying skills and
technologies to create the water container model.
35%
Bathing/showering
Students can nowAbegin
to imagine
reasons
towater.
build this container, what might it
5 minute
shower(list
uses
100L of
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
ideas of others, decide
on an
idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
30%
Flushing
toilet
each team member
has
a role),
Feel free
to havetoilet
students
discussion or
One
flush
usesand
15Ltest!
of water.
A low-flow
usesuse
6L or
journaling. An example
water of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
20%
Laundry
Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
10%
Kitchen (cooking) and drinking
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
students share about
their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
5%
Cleaning
they put it together,
etc.
if presenting
after
they tested ituses
out, 8L
what
LettingAnd
the water
run while
hand-washing
of worked
water or not
and why!
Letting the water run while brushing your teeth use 10L of
water.
Reflecting:
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
3. Negotiate
with
yourthe
students
how much
water should be used up (taken
to or
theagree
village
using
constructed
container?
away from their water bottle or the Water Usage Chart) for each activity they participate
about
how
worked.
Was your
water container
in that usesThink
water.
Allow
for the
timemodel
to pour
out measured
amounts
of water successful?
or cross off Why or why
not?
What
well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
water boxes
from
theirwent
chart.
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
6
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4. Suggested Discussion Questions (as/when needed):
*How quickly did your water disappear? What used the most water?
2. Your teacher will show you the starting point and the ending point that the person
*What surprised you? What concerned you the most?
walking with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the
*How did this
activity
make that
you feel?
amount
of water
needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to

the ending.
(You can
meaning
increase
engagement
3. Record when
each student
ornegotiate
each group
ran outand
of water.
Askstudent
the question:
what at this point
by having
your students
suggest
of travel
how
much
water
is required to
would happen
if this really
was all the
water the
you“course”
had for the
rest oforthe
day?
What
would
be transported.)
you/could you do to conserve water? What would you do/could you have done to have
enough water?
3. You may test your container while building it in order to make needed improvements.

Article 24 of the UN Convention of the Rights of a Child clearly states that safe water is
4. You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
a basic human right. See https://www.unicef.org/crc/files/Rights_overview.pdf or
by having one team member walk it along the course.
https://www.unicef.org/rightsite/files/uncrcchilldfriendlylanguage.pdf
Supplies: various recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
5. Suggestions for Exit Ticket/Reflection Journaling Activity:
student
I felt(Options:
_______Include
because
_____voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
home!)
I learned_____
Because
of today,
I want to
_______
Next Steps
(Ideating,
Making,
Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
The core competency I used most was _________
Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
Part 2: Ourtechnologies
Worldwide to
Water
and
forcontainer
Water model.
create
theRun
water
Dates: TBD (A suggestion would be to do this part during your fundraising time period
Students can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
before the Run for Water Mini-Run)
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
ideas of others,
decide
on an idea to use),
create
(gather
supplies,
divide
your work so
Core competencies
addressed:
communication,
creative
thinking,
critical
thinking,
social
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
responsibility
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
1. Openingyou
Discussion:
(See Additional Resources on page 11).
What is the water crisis?
forget to have
their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
RunDon’t
for Water—What
dostudents
they do present
and why?
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
2. Background
information
on thetheir
water
crisis
Run
for Water:
students
share about
idea,
whyand
they
thought
this would be the best solution, how
they
put
it
together,
etc.
And
if
presenting
after
they
tested it out, what worked or not
Learn through reading books and viewing related videos:
and why!
� Read Hope for Tayo
Reflecting:
https://www.scribd.com/doc/54088888/Hope-for-Tayo
The
challenge
ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
� Read
The
Water Princess.
students
meet
the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uUvXLv5go0
to the village using the constructed container?
� VisitThink
runforwater.ca/ethiopia
to learn
about
how
Run
for Water
partners
with
about how the model
worked.
Was
your
water
container
successful?
Why or why
Ethiopian
communities
to
bring
about
sustainable
change.
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
� Visit runforwater.ca/educate to learn about the campaign for partner schools this
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
year.
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
Created by Susan Dykshoorn, Envision Financial Run for Water Curriculum 2020
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� Read about some Water Facts: https://www.safewater.org/fact-sheets1/2017/1/23/facts-and-statistics and
https://www.mcgill.ca/waterislife/waterathome/how-much-are-we-using.
2. Your teacher will show you the starting point and the ending point that the person
walkinghand-outs
with the container
of water
must follow.
Yourare
teacher
will also
show you the
� Additional
from the Run
for Water
curriculum
available
in the
amount
of
water
that
needs
to
travel
with
the
person
walking
from
the
starting
point to
supply kit area or please see past Run for Water Curriculum for Water Facts.
the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
be transported.)
3. Choose one (or do both) of the following activities to enrich your understanding of
the composition
quality
of the
water available
to some
the communities
in rural
3. Youand
may
test your
container
while building
it inoforder
to make needed
improvements.
Ethiopia. These activities will also raise awareness of the challenge of transporting
You
will share
present
your
finished
container
andchallenge
demonstrate
water from4.
the
nearest
waterand
source,
such
as group’s
a river or
pond, to
home; this
is its use
having
oneand
team
member
walkEthiopia.
it along the course.
faced everybyday
by girls
women
in rural

Supplies:
various
recyclables
(cereal boxes,
cracker boxes,
etc.),
tape, paper, yarn, etc.
a. Crystal
clear
or not?
Water Analysis
Investigation
(see page
11)
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
*An home!)
observational science investigation about water quality in remote villages.
Next Art
Steps
(Ideating,
Making,
Sharing,
Skillsinand
Technologies):
*A great
in Science
tie-in:
recording
youApplying
observations
a creative
way!
Students
will
need to engage
in defining,
ideating, prototyping,
testing,
making
b. Move
it! An
ADST/STEM
Activity
About Transporting
Water (see
page
19) and
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
technologies
to create the water
container
model.
*Creating
containers/methods
for maximum
water
transport over a course.
can
now
beginor
toreview
imagine
(listyou
reasons
to build
container,
what might it
4. Re-viewStudents
video clips
and
articles
what
learned
from this
the Run
for Water
like), plan
andRun
label
idea),
collaborate
(share
yourwater-borne
ideas, listen to the
hand-outs look
and books
read(draw
of what
foryour
Water
does
to help fight
against
ideas
of
others,
decide
on
an
idea
to
use),
create
(gather
supplies,
your work so
diseases and bacteria and long walks for water—compare what we learned todivide
what is
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
actually done.
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
5. Discussion:
about whatResources
you discovered
in the
you Think
(See Additional
on page
11).water samples you collected.
Think about how the model worked. What went well? What needed improvement? How
Don’t forget
to have
students
their part?
work to
theirwas
peers!
Everyone
loves to talk
did your team/class
work
together?
Whatpresent
was a hard
What
a part
that went
experience!
free
to do
this either
before
or after
testing
it out. Have
well? How about
do youtheir
think
this relatesFeel
to the
clean
water
crisis in
Ethiopia?
How
do you
students
shareschool’s
about their
idea, why
they for
thought
think this relates
to your
fundraiser
for Run
Waterthis
thiswould
year?be the best solution, how
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
6. Suggestions
for Exit Ticket/Reflection Journaling Activity:
and why!
Reflecting:
I learned_____
I worked on _______
The
challenge
ends
allwas
groups
have presented and tested their model. Did
What
worked
well (in
ourwhen
group)
____
students
meet
the
challenge?
Reflecting
on the scenario, was there a way to get water
One goal I can work on ____
thecompetency
village usingthat
the Iconstructed
container?
Theto
core
used most was
_______
Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
8
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Part 3: Presenting What You Learned
Date due: TBD
(A suggestion
be tothe
have
it hanging
up on
before point
the Run
2. Your
teacher will would
show you
starting
point and
theorending
thatfor
the person
Water Mini-Run
Assembly)
walking with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the

amount of water that needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
Core Competencies addressed: Critical thinking, creative thinking, communication,
the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
social responsibility
by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
be transported.)
1. Make a choice
of how you are going to present what you learned from Parts 1-2.
3. presentations
You may test your
container
while building it inmay
orderinclude:
to make needed improvements.
Examples of
of these
investigations/activities
� posters depicting the need for clean water
4. You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
� pictures
and aone
reflection
write-up walk
of their
waterthe
analysis
investigation or
by having
team member
it along
course.
ADST/STEM activity
� An “Art
in Science”
masterpiece
collection
of your
students’
Art yarn, etc.
Supplies:
various
recyclablesor(cereal
boxes,
cracker
boxes,work/Science
etc.), tape, paper,
Gallery
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
� A visual
representing the work they can do in partnership with Run for Water, etc.
home!)
� Water Promise on a water drop activity similar to past years (example: “Because
Nextwater…
Steps (Ideating,
Making,
Sharing,
Applying
Skills
Technologies):
of clean
(what has
changed
because
of access
to and
clean
water)” or “I
promise to…. (water saving choice, helping Run for Water or Ethiopia choice)”
Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
� Water Gratitude/Water Challenges
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
� Any other great idea you and your class came up with (Please make sure that
technologies to create the water container model.
your product can be represented pictorially for others to view and/or as part of a
PowerPoint
Studentspresentation).
can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
tableaus
or similar,
� Note:
if
you/they
are
choosing
to doyour
dramatic
look like), plan
(draw
and label
idea),representation,
collaborate (share
your ideas,
listen to the
please
make
sure
you
take
a
picture
of
it
being
presented
and
make
a
ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, small
dividenote
your work so
about
what
is
happening
in
the
picture.
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
Determine you
as a(See
school/staff
how
you want on
these
pictures
Additional
Resources
page
11). to be used. Two suggestions:
� Show
them
at the
Run for
Water present
Assembly
in awork
PowerPoint
to be used
as a loves to talk
Don’t
forget
to have
students
their
to their peers!
Everyone
teaching
to showcase
theeither
student
body.
youitwant
about tool
theirand
experience!
Feeltheir
free work
to doto
this
before
or Perhaps
after testing
out. Have
a few
students
talking
about
what
they
learned
or
what
they
did
as
well.
students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
� Hang
set up these pictures or products in the school lobby or central location
andorwhy!
where students will be able to view them.
Reflecting:
� Artifacts must be hanging in the lobby by {date} or earlier! Pictures must be sent
in toThe
{person
in leading
athave
your presented
school/person
challenge
ends Run
whenfor
allWater
groups
and making
tested their model. Did
presentation/video}
bychallenge?
{date} or earlier!
students meet the
Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
to the village using the constructed container?
2. Prepare or create the artifact.
� Send
the picture
to your
forworked.
Water school
representative
(or person
of yourWhy or why
Think
about how
the Run
model
Was your
water container
successful?
choosing).
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was
hard
part?
What
wasschool
a part lobby
that went
well? What
did you like most about
� If required,
setaup
your
artifact
in the
(or location
selected).
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
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3. Suggestions for Exit Ticket/Reflection Journaling Activity:
The core competency I used most was _____ because_____
One2.core
competency
I observed
being used
Your
teacher willthat
show
you the starting
pointwas_____
and the ending point that the person
I learned_____
walking with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the
Because
of clean
water
amount
of water
that___________
needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
I worked
on _______
the ending.
(You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
What
____ suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
byworked
having well
yourwas
students
Onebe
goal
I can work on ____
transported.)

3. You may test your container while building it in order to make needed improvements.
You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
Additional4.Resources:
one team member walk it along the course.
Extra links by
forhaving
entry event:
• https://www.ourwatermatters.ca/files/File/WaterConservation/Water_Conservation_Re
Supplies: various
recyclables
(cereal
boxes,conservation
cracker boxes,
etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
source_Kit_4-5.pdf
(This resource
focuses
on water
in the
(Options: Include
student
choice in this part,
or what
you or they collect from
Abbotsford/Mission
area. There
is avoice
greatand
resource/activity
on page
6 that
home!)
demonstrates
water usage in the world.)
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
• https://wateruseitwisely.com/ Water Use It Wisely: This website is based out of the
Students
to engage
in defining,
ideating,
testing, making and
U.S. (Arizona),
butwill
hadneed
a great
water usage
chart/display
toprototyping,
use as a visual:
https://2vy9q736xwbl3dhmvk1tb0ot-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wpsharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
technologies to create the water container model.
content/uploads/2017/12/WUIW_CalculateWaterUsage_2017.pdf
Students
now
imagine
reasons
to build
this container, what might it
• Extra links
to learncan
more
or begin
enrichto
the
activity(list
- Water
Analysis
Investigation:
look like), plan (draw and label your idea),(experiment
collaboratetemplate)
(share your ideas, listen to the
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/214554369731596653/
ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
team member
a role),
and in
test!
free
to havesome
students
use
discussion or
If choosingeach
to visually
representhas
what
you saw
theFeel
water
samples,
ideas
related
journaling.
An
example
of
journaling
to
walk
students
through
the
steps
is
provided for
to Art in Science Awards can be found in the following links:
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
https://www.iscb.org/iscb-news-items/89-ISCB%20About%20Us/awards6/3875-iscb-artin-science-winners-complete-list (Art in Science awards)
Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
http://sciencenordic.com/art-science%E2%80%9D-depicts-microscopic-beauty-science
about
theirtab”
experience!
Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
(click on the
“Gallery
to see examples)
students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
put it together,
etc. And
if presenting
Extra links they
and ideas
for designing
STEM
journals: after they tested it out, what worked or not
and why!
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Free-STEM-Challenge-Mini-Journal1807836
Reflecting:
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/FREEBIE-Marble-Maze-STEMPlanning-Sheet-2996201
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
https://littlebinsforlittlehands.com/stem-challenge-worksheets-free-printable/
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
See also the printable attached (created by Susan Dykshoorn)
to the village using the constructed container?
Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
Created by Susan Dykshoorn, Envision Financial Run for Water Curriculum 2020
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Run for Water: Crystal Clear…or not?
A Water Analysis Inquiry-based Science Investigation
2. Your teacher will show you the starting point and the ending point that the person
Overarching
questions:
What
is the water
like?must follow. Your teacher will also show you the
walking
with the
container
of water
Why isn’t the
waterofclean?
amount
water that needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
Investigation
What
will wesuggest
observe
in “course” of travel or how much water is required to
by Question:
having your
students
the
the samples
water we collected?
beoftransported.)

Student voice and choice:
3. You may test your container while building it in order to make needed improvements.
- Where they will collect water
4. You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
- How
willone
represent
what they
by they
having
team member
walk it along the course.
observed (chart—counting, labeled
Supplies:
various
recyclables
(cereal
diagrams,
picture
of the
slides, photo
withboxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
(Options:etc.)
Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
explanation,
home!)
- How they will present what they learned
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
Personal Knowledge and Research:
Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
What do we
alreadyThey
knowwill
about
what clean
water
sharing.
participate
in this
activity using safety while applying skills and
looks like?technologies to create the water container model.
Where do we see water in our world, city, or communities? What is that water like?
Students
canwater
now begin
Where do we
get clean
from?to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
like),
(draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
How do welook
know
it isplan
clean?
ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
each
team
a role),
andiftest!
free
to have
studentsknow:
use discussion or
Now you can
view
themember
followinghas
videos
to see
theyFeel
match
what
you already
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
youlinks
(See
Additional
on page 11).
� Video
about
what isResources
in water samples:
Don’t forget to have students present their work(Drinking
to their peers!
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2eH6gNTLesQ
waterEveryone
under a loves to talk
about their
experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
microscope
video)
students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6-Rko46HDDM
(Howtested
manyitliving
things
are or not
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they
out, what
worked
in a and
dropwhy!
of water video)
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOEOQ9ChRXc
(Boiled dirty water under a
Reflecting:
microscope video)
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wo98QDeMatc (Unfiltered water under a
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
microscope
video)
to the village
using the constructed container?
Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
Created by Susan Dykshoorn, Envision Financial Run for Water Curriculum 2020
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� Here are a few websites that outline the water-borne diseases and bacteria found
in water samples:
2. Your teacher will show you the starting point and the ending point that the person
o https://www.livescience.com/19060-gallery-microscopic-images-viruses-bacteriawalking with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the
insects.html
amount of water that needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
o https://mashable.com/2015/02/26/10-viruses-and-bacteria-microscop/
by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
be transported.)
o https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4493476/

o https://globalhydration.com/waterborne-disease/common-waterborne-disease3. You may test your container while building it in order to make needed improvements.
bacteria-viruses-cysts/
4. You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
o https://www.koshland-scienceby having one team member walk it along the course.
museum.org/water/html/en/Treatment/Waterborne.html
Supplies: various recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
o http://www.waterwise.co.za/site/water/diseases/waterborne.html
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
home!)
Next
(Ideating,
Making,which
Sharing,
Skills and
Technologies):
� Below
areSteps
Run for
Water videos
showApplying
girls collecting
poor-quality
water
and discuss what it means for them to have access to clean water.
Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
sharing.
They
willfor
participate
in this
usingMeseret
safety while
applying
o In the
following
Run
Water video,
weactivity
learn from
and her
friend skills
Dibe and
to to
create
water
container
howtechnologies
lack of access
cleanthe
water
impacts
theirmodel.
every day life:
(https://vimeo.com/165502105)
Students can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
like), video
plan (draw
and
your
idea),
collaborate
your
o Thelook
following
shows
thelabel
yucky
water
people
have for(share
drinking
in ideas,
placeslisten
like to the
ideas
of
others,
decide
on
an
idea
to
use),
create
(gather
supplies,
divide
your
work so
Sasiga and the long walk girls have to make to fetch water:
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
(https://vimeo.com/151823844)
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
(See
Additional
on pagefor
11).
o Thisyou
video
outlines
someResources
of the challenges
the girls collecting water in
Ethiopia that a group of educators got to witness in a trip they took because of
Don’t forget
to in
have
students
present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
fundraising
efforts
2015
(https://vimeo.com/162391716)
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
share
about their
why they thought
this
would be the
solution, how
� Afterstudents
watching
the videos,
takeidea,
this opportunity
to begin
a discussion
onbest
student
they
put
it
together,
etc.
And
if
presenting
after
they
tested
it
out,
what
worked
or not
feelings and/or empathy, allowing students to share ideas and talk about how
theyand
feel.why!
Reflecting:
What can we
learn from watching these videos from these communities who have no
access to clean water? Where is the water coming from? How can you tell if the water is
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
safe to drink?
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
the
village using the constructed container?
Introduce to
the
experiment:
Think
about
how
model
Wasour
your
waterHowever,
containermany
successful?
We all need
clean
water.
Wethe
can
get itworked.
easily from
facets.
people Why or why
What
went
well?
needed improvement? How did your team work together?
around thenot?
world
do not
have
thatWhat
luxury.
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this going
task? to
How
you think this
relates
to theand
scenario?
relate to what
Today we are
try do
to investigate
water
samples
find outHow
whatdoes
is in this
our water!
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
12
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Prediction:
What do you
think teacher
you will will
seeshow
whenyou
youthe
view
the water
2. Your
starting
pointsamples
and theclosely?
ending point that the person

walking with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the
I predict _____ because _____.
amount of water that needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
Possible predictions:
by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
bethe
transported.)
I predict that
water sample from the faucet will have the least amount of “things” in it
because the water is treated and cleaned before we are allowed to drink it.
3. You may test your container while building it in order to make needed improvements.
I predict that the water sample from the creek will show many bugs and contaminates
4. You
will share
and present
your
finished
container and demonstrate its use
because I can
already
see “things”
floating
in group’s
the sample
container.
by having one team member walk it along the course.

I predict that the water sample from my water bottle will have the least amount of
Supplies: various recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
“things” in it because the water came from a filtered water source that purifies it.
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
home!)
Planning and Conducting:
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
Materials:
Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
sharing. They
will participate
in this activity
using
safety while
applying skills and
� Microscopes
OR good-quality
magnifying
glasses,
magnifying
devices,
technologies to create the water container model.
stereoscopes
� Slides
Students
can now (depending
begin to imagine
(list reasons
to build
this container, what might it
� Slide
covers--optional
on magnifying
device
used)
look like), plan
and label your
� Mesh—optional
(to(draw
hold organisms
in theidea),
watercollaborate
samples in(share
place)your ideas, listen to the
ideas
of
others,
decide
on
an
idea
to
use),
create
(gather
supplies, divide your work so
� water samples
each
team member
has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
� water
droppers
or pipettes
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
Directions:you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
Don’t
forget
to have
students
present their
work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
A few things
to think
about
before
the investigation
begins:
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
abouttotheir
idea,this
whyinvestigation:
they thoughtinthis
would
be the
best solution, how
*Decide onstudents
how youshare
are going
conduct
small
groups
where
they
put
it
together,
etc.
And
if
presenting
after
they
tested
it
out,
what
worked
students get to collect water samples and bring them into school? Are you going to
go or not
and why!
on a walk around
the school/neighborhood and collect water? As the instructor, will you
be collecting water samples?
Reflecting:
*Make sure water samples are labelled! (Example: Date collected, location, and any
The challenge
when all groups
have presented
and tested
theirsamples
model. Did
other information
that mayends
be important
to the investigation)
Remember,
fresh
students
meet
the
challenge?
Reflecting
on
the
scenario,
was
there
a
way to get water
work the best and might be the most exciting for students to observe!
to the village using the constructed container?
*Decide on how are you going to view your samples—using a microscope, magnifying
about how thedevice?
model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
glasses or Think
other magnification
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
Created by Susan Dykshoorn, Envision Financial Run for Water Curriculum 2020
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1. Gather all the materials.

2. Review how
to properly
a microscope
or the magnification
you point
are using.
2. Your
teacher use
will show
you the starting
point and thetool
ending
that the person
You may want
to
do
some
practice
at
this
point,
allowing
students
to
look
at
familiar
walking with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the
objects under
a microscope
as practice.
may
bit of practice,
depending
on point to
amount
of water that
needs toThis
travel
withtake
theaperson
walking from
the starting
the age of the
yourending.
students
or
the
experience
they
have
had
with
the
magnification
tool
(You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
being used.by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
be transported.)
3. Using a dropper, collect a small amount of water from a sample and place on a slide.
You may want
to lay
a piece
of fine mesh
to “hold”itthe
waterto
ormake
“specimens”
the
3. You
maydown
test your
container
while building
in order
neededinimprovements.
water in place.
4. You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
4. Using a by
microscope,
themember
sample walk
on the
slide. the course.
having oneview
team
it along
5. Record what
you see—choose
how this
should
be done.
Label
appropriately
aspaper,
well! yarn, etc.
Supplies:
various recyclables
(cereal
boxes,
cracker
boxes,
etc.), tape,
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
home!)
Observations:
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
Record your
observations.
Some
optionsininclude:
Students
will need
to engage
defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
*Making antechnologies
ObservationtoChart:
create the water container model.
Example: Water
Sample
Observations
Students
can now
begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
look like),
plan (draw
and
label your idea),Observations
collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
Location
sample
was
ideas of others,
decide
on
an
idea
to
use),
supplies, divide your work so
collected
(qualitativecreate
and/or(gather
quantitative)
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
Sample #1
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
Sample #2
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
Sample #3
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
and why!
Sample #4
Reflecting:
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
Sample #5
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
to the village using the constructed container?
etc.
Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
Created by Susan Dykshoorn, Envision Financial Run for Water Curriculum 2020
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Have students observe and record the results, encouraging them to record quantitative
(water quality scale, density of “things” found, amount of each organism observed, etc.)
and qualitative
(what
the water
looked
like,
waspoint
foundand
in the
2. Your
teacher
will show
you
thewhat
starting
the water,
endingetc.).
pointSee
thatifthe person
students were
ablewith
to identify
any of the
organisms
or contaminates
in the
sample
walking
the container
of water
must follow.
Your teacher
willwater
also show
you the
if applicable.
amount of water that needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
*Drawing detailed
pictures
and labelling
them.
by having
your students
suggest
the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
Some examples
and
photos
can
be
found
online:
be transported.)
https://i.pinimg.com/564x/00/6a/8f/006a8f5eb498c9181f0e9a716629260b.jpg
https://www.mrflemingscience.com/life-science-unit.html
3. You may test your container while building it in order to make needed improvements.
4. You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
by having one team member walk it along the course.

Supplies: various recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
home!)
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
technologies to create the water container model.
Students can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
*Taking pictures
of the
slides/magnifications
and
labelling
them. (share your ideas, listen to the
look like),
plan
(draw and label your
idea),
collaborate
Some examples
and
photos
can be
online:
ideas of
others,
decide
onfound
an idea
to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DGt3lX4WtBw
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
http://boominscience.weebly.com/blog/microscopy-pond-water
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
and why!
Reflecting:
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
to the village using the constructed container?
*Write down
observations,
asworked.
many details
as possible.
Think
about howincluding
the model
Was your
water container successful? Why or why
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
Engage students
in aadiscussion
share
their
observations.
Discuss
whydid
different
What was
hard part?toWhat
was
a part
that went well?
What
you like most about
groups may
have
achieved
results
(i.e.: they
shook
up the How
waterdoes
sample
this
task?
How dodifferent
you think
this relates
to the
scenario?
thisbefore
relate to what
pipetting it you
ontolearned
the slide,
the
variety
in
samples,
how
the
samples
were
collected,
about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run foretc.)
Water?
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Art Tie-In: Consider having students make their observations into “Art in Science”
masterpieces. See some of the examples using the links above (under Additional
Resources,
and will
incorporate
the
Elements
of Art and
(for the
example:
or the person
2. page
Your 11)
teacher
show you
the
starting point
ending“colour”
point that
“value”) in walking
creating with
a piece
of
art
that
will
depict
a
water
sample
of
choice.
the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the
amount of water that needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
Data Analysis:
the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
Discuss: What
does your data and observations tell you?
be transported.)

Discuss: Compare
the test
results
ofcontainer
the waterwhile
samples
to those
in the to
videos.
is the
3. You may
your
building
it in order
make What
needed
improvements.
same and what is different?
4. You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
If your students
needone
an extra
in the
area ofthe
data
analysis, use the following
by having
team challenge
member walk
it along
course.
ideas:
Supplies: various recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
� Have
studentsInclude
evaluate
their data
trustworthiness.
Is theordata
(Options:
student
voicefor
and
choice in this part,
whatyou
youcollected
or they collect from
valid and reliable? Are the calculations accurate? Are there sources of error?
home!)
� Have
students
their
data to
find patterns
andSkills
trends.
compare
Next
Steps analyze
(Ideating,
Making,
Sharing,
Applying
and(Possibly
Technologies):
to the results of other groups). As a class, you may want to organize the data
Students
will need
to engage
in defining,
ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
and/or
represent
it visually
to construct
meaning.
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
technologies
to create
thethe
water
container
model.
� Have
students interpret
what
identified
patterns
or trends might mean.
Students
can now
begin
to imagine
(list
build thistocontainer,
� Ensure
they have
enough
data
that it can
bereasons
used astoevidence
support awhat might it
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
claim.
ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
each
member
a role),
anddata
test!and
Feel
free to have
students use discussion or
� Allow
timeteam
for the
teamshas
to share
their
compare
with others.
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
Explanation/Communicating:
Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
Have students
use what
discovered
fromthey
their
analyzed
to be
write
students
sharethey’ve
about their
idea, why
thought
thisdata
would
thean
best solution, how
explanationthey
thatput
answers
their etc.
investigation
question.after
Have
them
writeit their
explanation
it together,
And if presenting
they
tested
out, what
worked or not
in their journal
or
discuss
it
as
a
class.
and why!
Or, if your students
need an extra challenge in forming an explanation, use the following
Reflecting:
Explanation Model (Claim, Evidence, and Reasoning) as a guide.
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
students
meet
challenge?
on the scenario, was there a way to get water
Have students
develop
a the
Claim
to answerReflecting
the question:
to the
village
the constructed
container?
What will we
observe
in using
the water
samples collected?
Then, haveThink
students
add
Evidence
(theworked.
analyzed
data)
support
their claim.
about
how
the model
Was
yourtowater
container
successful? Why or why
not?
What went
well? What to
needed
improvement?
How
did your
team
Finally, have
students
add Reasoning
their claim.
Reasoning
should
include
thework together?
What
was
a
hard
part?
What
was
a
part
that
went
well?
What
did
you
like most about
information obtained from this investigation as well as science principles they have
this
task?
How
do
you
think
this
relates
to
the
scenario?
How
does
this
relate to what
learned.
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
16
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Example:

Claim:
2. Your teacher will show you the starting point and the ending point that the person
The water walking
sample from
the container
filtered water
and from
water
bottle
showed
with the
of water
mustthe
follow.
Your
teacher
will no
also show you the
organisms amount
or and some
contaminates
when
viewed
under
a
microscope.
Thethe
water
of water that needs to travel with the person walking from
starting point to
sample from
Lake (You
contained
3 organisms
and multiple
contaminates.
This second at this point
theMill
ending.
can negotiate
meaning
and increase
student engagement
sample is not
acceptable
consuming.
by having
your for
students
suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
be transported.)
Evidence:
In the investigation,
thetest
water
samples
collected
from streams
andto
Mill
Lakeneeded
contained
3. You may
your
container
while building
it in order
make
improvements.
in increased number in organisms and impurities. The water samples collected from
4. You
willand
share
and present
your group’s
finished
its use
sealed water
bottles
filtrated
water contained
some
visiblecontainer
impuritiesand
anddemonstrate
no
organisms.by
This
matches
what member
I learnedwalk
through
the videos
when conducting the
having
one team
it along
the course.
personal knowledge and research. This matches what learned from our Run for Water
Supplies:
various
recyclables
boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
assembly and
the videos
created
by Run(cereal
for Water.
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
Reasoning:
home!)
My investigation was a fair test because I followed the investigation plan. Water
samples were
labelled and,
for each
water
sampleSkills
observed,
the same
Nextcarefully
Steps (Ideating,
Making,
Sharing,
Applying
and Technologies):
observation procedure was followed. The water samples collected and observed and
Students
will based
need to
in saw
defining,
prototyping,
making and
the diagrams
we made
onengage
what we
usingideating,
microscope
matchestesting,
the diagrams
sharing.
They
will
participate
in
this
activity
using
safety
while
applying
skills and
presented in the videos and the websites we reviewed, which were credible sources.
technologies to create the water container model.
Students can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
Evaluation:
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
ideasare
of you
others,
decide
on an
to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
How confident
in your
results
of idea
this experiment?
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
What would
your prediction
be if you
conductedtothis
investigation
again? the steps is provided for
journaling.
An example
of journaling
walk
students through
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
Example answer: I am confident in the results because each of the group members took
turns observing
samples
and
came up
with similar
results.
Then,
eachEveryone
of the fourloves to talk
Don’t the
forget
to have
students
present
their work
to their
peers!
groups in the
classroom
making
observations
came
up
with
similar
results
eachitof
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after for
testing
out. Have
the samples
tested. share
The amount
of impurities
and
organisms
counted
within
of
students
about their
idea, why
they
thought this
wouldwere
be the
best3-5
solution,
how
each other.they
My put
prediction
would
beAnd
the same
if I conducted
thistested
investigation
again.
it together,
etc.
if presenting
after they
it out, what
worked or not
and why!
Possible areas of error would be the miscounting when making observations. Another
possibility of
error could be mislabelling an organism or impurity if the microscope was
Reflecting:
not into focus well enough.
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
Secondarystudents
Knowledge
and
meet
theResearch:
challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
to the village using the constructed container?
Review any videos or research given above as needed to compare what was learned
through theThink
investigation
or the
learn
moreworked.
about the
organisms
andcontainer
impurities
you
about how
model
Was
your water
successful?
Why or why
discovered.not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
Created by Susan Dykshoorn, Envision Financial Run for Water Curriculum 2020
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Consider having a “Gallery Walk” at this point. Have students display the observations
they made or have classmates walk around the room to observe the “Science in Art”
observational
art made
by the
your
class point
basedand
on the
thisending
investigation.
2. Your
teacher
will students
show youinthe
starting
point that the person
walking with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the
Application:amount of water that needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
How can I use what I have learned to understand how my fundraising impacts rural
by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
Ethiopian communities? Run for Water partner schools fundraised for clean water and
be transported.)
school projects with the community of Meda Atsela in 2019, and the community of
Freselam in
3.2018.
You may test your container while building it in order to make needed improvements.
You can read
about
Runand
for Water
school finished
campaign
for the current
year
4. You
willthe
share
presentpartner
your group’s
container
and demonstrate
its use
here: https://www.runforwater.ca/educate
by having one team member walk it along the course.

To learn more
about various
Run forrecyclables
Water and what
it does:
Supplies:
(cereal
boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
student
voice
and choice
thisover
part,the
or what
� Run(Options:
for WaterInclude
race events
and
the impact
it hasinhad
years:you or they collect from
home!)
https://vimeo.com/339224449
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
� How local partnership is essential to Run for Water’s development work in
Ethiopia:
https://vimeo.com/376876072
Students
will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
technologies to create the water container model.
Extension:Students can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
Choose a way
or showing
whattoyou
learned
this investigation.
Beyour work so
ideasofofresponding
others, decide
on an idea
use),
createfrom
(gather
supplies, divide
prepared toeach
haveteam
something
tohas
display
in the
school
lobbyfree
AND
a picture
fordiscussion
the
member
a role),
and
test! Feel
to send
have in
students
use
or
Run for Water
Assembly
by
{date}!
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
First Peoples Tie-in: What did your local First Peoples use as a drinking water source
in from past?
How
did your
local
First Peoples
cleanto
drinking
water?
What are
Don’t
forget
to have
students
presentobtain
their work
their peers!
Everyone
loves to talk
some First about
Peoples
sustainable
practices
and
concepts
of
interconnectedness
in
the
their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
environment?
students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
and why!
Reflecting:
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
to the village using the constructed container?
Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
18
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Run for Water: Move It!
An ADST/STEM Activity About Transporting Water
2. Your teacher will show you the starting point and the ending point that the person
walking with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the
amount of water that needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
be transported.)

3. You may test your container while building it in order to make needed improvements.
4. You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
by having one team member walk it along the course.
Supplies: various recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
home!)
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
technologies to create the water container model.
can now
beginAbdella
to imagine
(list reasons
build this
what might it
(Mom fromStudents
the community
of Gereb
collecting
water for to
drinking.
Thecontainer,
people of Gereb
look
like), plan
label
collaborate
(share clean
your ideas,
Abdella
partnered
with (draw
Run forand
Water
in your
2016 idea),
and they
are now drinking
water!) listen to the

ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
Overarching questions: How do the children/girls get water to their villages? Why is it so
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
important for Run for Water to come in as partners with these communities at risk?
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
Question: Can you design a container for you to carry the most amount of clean water
forget
from point Don’t
A to point
B?to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
students
their
idea,
whyalong
they thought
this would
be the best solution, how
(Options: The
lengthshare
of theabout
track?
Mark
a spot
the blacktop?
Choose
they
put
it
together,
etc.
And
if
presenting
after
they
tested
it
out,
what worked
appropriately for the age and abilities of your students. Feel free to include students
in or not
and why!
making decisions
about these options to provide opportunity for student voice and
choice!)
Reflecting:
Things to think about: comfort for the walk, spillage, design—ability to hold the water
Thetochallenge
ends when
groups
safely, ability
keep the water
cleanall
along
the have
walk. presented and tested their model. Did
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
Scenario: You
are
one ofusing
the children
who need
to walk almost 5 km to the nearest
to the
village
the constructed
container?
water hole to collect water for your family to use. It is a long walk, but that is the closest
Think You
aboutusually
how the
model
Was
your
water
container
successful?
Why or why
source of water.
walk
with worked.
your best
friend
and
a few
others from
the
What
went
well?
What
needed
did your
village. Younot?
wake
up so
early
in the
morning
to improvement?
keep out of theHow
hot sun
for asteam
longwork
as together?
What
was
a
hard
part?
What
was
a
part
that
went
well?
What
did
you
like
most about
you can. Once you get there you need to fill up your container—a jerry can—with
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
enough water to last the rest of the day so that your family can drink it, clean with it, use
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
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if for cooking, and use it for hygiene purposes. The walk back is slow—toting around
this heavy container! Today when you filled up your container, you realized there is a
2. Your
you onto
the starting
pointthe
and
thebecame
ending point
that the person
leak, and once
youteacher
hoistedwill
theshow
jerry can
your back,
leak
bigger…and
with
the to
container
of water
mustwater
follow.
teacher
willchanged
also show
turned intowalking
a hole. In
order
bring back
as much
asYour
you could,
you
theyou the
amount
of
water
that
needs
to
travel
with
the
person
walking
from
the
starting
way you held your container, but you need a better solution for tomorrow! It’s going to point to
ending.
(You
can
negotiate
engagement at this point
be a slow, the
awkward
and
sore
walk
back…meaning
and, whatand
is itincrease
going tostudent
be like tomorrow?
your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
You need abyfixhaving
quickly!
be transported.)
Background:
3. You may test your container while building it in order to make needed improvements.
Introduce this challenge by talking about the way girls walk a long way for water.
4. You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
What kindsby
ofhaving
containers
do they
use to walk
transport
water?
(Why are these yellow jerry
one team
member
it along
the course.
cans often used?) How long is an average walk to obtain water?
Supplies: various recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
https://www.worldvision.org/clean-water-news-stories/carrying-water-pain-neck
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
https://www.fluencecorp.com/millions-of-african-women-children-transport-water-daily/
home!)
https://thewaterproject.org/water-scarcity/water_stats
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
Take time to
reflect on
these
articlesinand
the Run
for Water
videos may
makemaking and
Students
willhow
need
to engage
defining,
ideating,
prototyping,
testing,
sharing.
They
will
participate
in
this
activity
using
safety
while
applying
skills and
students feel and allow students the chance to share if needed.
technologies to create the water container model.
Challenge:
Students can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
(Primary Grades) You need to design a container that will carry one cup of water safely
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
from one starting point to the ending.
ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
each
team memberSchool)
has a role),
and test!
Feel free
to have that
students
use discussion
or
(Intermediate
Grades/Middle
You need
to design
a container
will carry
a
journaling.
An
example
of
journaling
to
walk
students
through
the
steps
is
provided
for
set amount of water safely from one starting point to an ending point. There should be
you (See
on page
11).be comfortable to carry.
as little leakage
and Additional
spillage asResources
possible, and
it should
Don’t forget to have
students
presentby
their
workthe
to their
Everyone
(Middle School/Enrichment)
Enrich
this activity
limiting
typespeers!
of supplies
that loves
can to talk
their experience!
free to
do this
eitherassigning
before oraafter
it out. Have
be used, byabout
assigning
a cost to theFeel
supplies
used,
or even
costtesting
or “return
students
share
about
their
idea,
why
they
thought
this
would
be
the
best
penalty” for supplies purchased but not used. The last to suggestions integrate a solution, how
put it together,
And if presenting
after they tested it out,
whattoworked
mathematicthey
component
and anetc.
increased
project management/planning
aspect
the or not
and why!
activity in order to avoid a penalty (i.e.: run out of money to complete the project).
Reflecting:
Focusing Question
to ask students/groups: How can you/your group build a container
that will transport water with a minimum of leaking or spillage?
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
studentsfor
meet
challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
Constraints/Rules
the the
Challenge:
to the village using the constructed container?
(These are suggestions—you may alter as needed for your class/situation).
Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
went
well? What
needed improvement?
did as
your
team work
1. You maynot?
onlyWhat
use the
materials
the teachers
has given you,How
as well
scissors
and together?
What
was
a
hard
part?
What
was
a
part
that
went
well?
What
did
you
like
most about
rulers.
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
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2. Your teacher will show you the starting point and the ending point that the person
walking with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the
amount of 2.
water
needswill
to show
travel you
withthe
thestarting
person point
walking
starting
Yourthat
teacher
andfrom
the the
ending
pointpoint
that to
the person
the ending.walking
(You can
negotiate
meaning
and
increase
student
engagement
at
this
point
with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the
by having your
students
suggest
the “course”
travel
how much
water
is required
to point to
amount
of water
that needs
to travelofwith
theorperson
walking
from
the starting
be transported.)
the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
3. You maybetest
your container while building it in order to make needed improvements.
transported.)

4. You will 3.
share
your
group’swhile
finished
container
and demonstrate
its use
Youand
maypresent
test your
container
building
it in order
to make needed
improvements.
by having one team member walk it along the course.
4. You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
Supplies: various
recyclables
boxes,
etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
by having
one team(cereal
member
walk cracker
it along boxes,
the course.
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
Supplies: various recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
home!)
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
home!)
Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
technologies
to create
water
container
Students
willthe
need
to engage
in model.
defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
Students can
now begintotocreate
imagine
reasons
to build
this container, what might it
technologies
the(list
water
container
model.
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
ideas of others,
decide
an begin
idea totouse),
create
supplies,
your work
so might it
Students
canon
now
imagine
(list(gather
reasons
to build divide
this container,
what
each teamlook
member
has
a
role),
and
test!
Feel
free
to
have
students
use
discussion
or
like), plan (draw
label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
journaling. ideas
An example
of journaling
through(gather
the steps
is provided
of others,
decide onto
anwalk
ideastudents
to use), create
supplies,
dividefor
your work so
you (See Additional
Resources
on
page
11).
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
Don’t forgetyou
to have
students present
their on
work
to their
(See Additional
Resources
page
11). peers! Everyone loves to talk
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
students share
idea,students
why theypresent
thoughttheir
thiswork
would
thepeers!
best solution,
how
Don’tabout
forgettheir
to have
to be
their
Everyone
loves to talk
they put it together,
etc.
And
if
presenting
after
they
tested
it
out,
what
worked
or
not
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
and why! students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
Reflecting:and why!
The challenge
ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
Reflecting:
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
to the village
using
the constructed
The
challenge
ends whencontainer?
all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
Think about
the model
worked.
Was your container?
water container successful? Why or why
tohow
the village
using
the constructed
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was a
hardabout
part? how
Whatthe
was
a part
that went
well?
you likesuccessful?
most about Why or why
Think
model
worked.
Was
yourWhat
waterdid
container
this task? How
do
you
think
this
relates
to
the
scenario?
How
does
this
relate
to what
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team
work together?
you learned
about
thea rural
communities
working
Run
for Water?
What
was
hard Ethiopian
part? What
was a part that
wentwith
well?
What
did you like most about
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
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Curriculum Introduction

Because of2.the
changes
made
to theyou
BC the
Curriculum,
the goal
the Core
Your
teacher
will show
starting point
and to
theintegrate
ending point
that the person
Competencies,
and
the
idea
that
the
Applied
Technology
and
Design
Thinking
walking with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the
componentamount
should of
bewater
woven
into
the various
subject
areas
already
taught,
that
needs
to travel
with the
person
walking
fromthis
thesecond
starting point to
year of newthe
Run
for
Water
curriculum
is
designed
to
better
meet
these
educational
ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
needs.
by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to

be transported.)
This curriculum addresses and integrates reflection on the Core Competencies. Some
examples of
reflection
each of while
these building
may include:
3. student
You may
test yourfor
container
it in order to make needed improvements.
Communication—“I
talking
my group
about how
to make
a container
for
4. You willwas
share
and with
present
your group’s
finished
container
and demonstrate
its use
transporting
water.”
by having one team member walk it along the course.
Creative Thinking—“I came up with a new idea when the first idea didn’t work” and “I
just loved showing
I learned
about the
water
usingcracker
art!” boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
Supplies:what
various
recyclables
(cereal
boxes,
Critical Thinking—“I
idea and
came
with in
a new
plan or
when
(Options: tested
Includeour
student
voice
and up
choice
this part,
whatours
youdidn’t
or they collect from
work” and “I was so surprised at what I saw in the water and wanted to figure out what
home!)
they {the specimens} all were.”
Positive Personal
and (Ideating,
Cultural Identity—“I
learnedApplying
that all people
needTechnologies):
clean water to
Next Steps
Making, Sharing,
Skills and
stay healthy. All people deserve clean water!”
Students will
need
to engage in defining,
ideating,
prototyping,
testing,
and
Personal Awareness
and
Responsibility—“I
didn’t like
the feeling
of carrying
watermaking
or
sharing.
They
will
participate
in
this
activity
using
safety
while
applying
skills
and
running out of water to use for the day. We need to address the problem of communities
technologies
having no clean
water!” to create the water container model.
Social Responsibility—“I want to work with others to develop a solution to the clean
can now
begintotohelp
imagine
(list reasons
to build to
this
container,
water crisisStudents
in our world!
We need
communities
get access
clean
water.”what might it
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
Big Ideas:ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
Below are each
only ateam
few of
the Bighas
Ideas
that this
addresses.
ideas,use discussion or
member
a role),
andcurriculum
test! Feel free
to have Big
students
curricular competencies
the content
that can
used
to teach
thesethe
ideas
andis provided for
journaling. Anand
example
of journaling
to be
walk
students
through
steps
competencies
represented
at every grade
level,11).
making this curriculum useful
you are
(See
Additional Resources
on page
across all grade levels.
Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
Applied Design,
Skills,
and Technologies:
theeither
big ideas
areorused
theseit out. Have
about their
experience!
Feel free toAll
doofthis
before
afterintesting
activities, ranging
K-8.
These
ideas
are
as they
simple
as Designs
growbe
outthe
of best
natural
studentsfrom
share
about
their
idea,
why
thought
this would
solution, how
curiosity and
Skills
can
be
developed
through
play
or
as
complex
as
Design
can
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what be
worked or not
responsiveand
to identified
needs and Complex tasks may require multiple tools and
why!
technologies.
Reflecting:
Art:
Kindergarten—People connect to others and share ideas through the arts.
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
Grade 3—Creative experiences involve an interplay between exploration, inquiry, and
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
purposeful choice.
to the village using the constructed container?
Grade 5—Works of art influence and are influenced by the world around us.
Grade 6—Experiencing
art is
a means
to develop
empathy
for others’
perspectives
and
Think about how
the
model worked.
Was
your water
container
successful?
Why or why
experiences.
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?

Science: What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this task? How
you think
relates tofeatures
the scenario?
How does
this relate
Kindergarten—Plants
anddo
animals
havethis
observable
and Humans
interact
with to what
youday
learned
about
the rural
Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
matter every
through
familiar
materials.
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Name of Engineer(s): _________________________________________

2. Your teacher will show you the starting point and the ending point that the person

Learningwalking
Target:
I can
use theofDesign
Process
attempting
to solve
with
the container
water must
follow. in
Your
teacher will also
show a
you the
amount of water that needschallenge.
to travel with the person walking from the starting point to

the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
_________________________________________________________________
Problem:be transported.)
_
What is the 3. You_ may
_ _ test
_ _ your
_ _ container
_ _ _ _ while
_ _ _building
_ _ _ it_in_order
_ _ to
_ make
_ _ _needed
_ _ _ improvements.
_ _ _
problem that
_________________________________________________________________
needs to be4. You_ will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
by having
one team member walk it along the course.
solved?
_________________________________________________________________
_
Supplies: various recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
_________________________________________________________________
home!)
_
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):

My Plan:

Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
Imagine and
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
plan!
technologies to create the water container model.
Students can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
Collaborateideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
and create!each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
students
their idea, why
thought this would be the best solution, how
Didshare
I solveabout
the problem?
YestheyNo
Reflecting:
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
What worked
and why!
Could I make my design better? Yes No
for me?
Reflecting:
What did not
work for me?
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
Created by Susan Dykshoorn,
Pleaseusing
ask permission
before copying. container?
to the2018.
village
the constructed
CC Images used (2018):

Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
https://www.deviantart.com/pixel-slinger/art/Elementary-School-Supplies-358344655
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
https://pixabay.com/en/planning-plan-adjusting-aspirations-620299/
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
http://www.dpti.sa.gov.au/livingneighbourhoods/welcome/about-living-neighbourhoods
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Question_mark_blue.png

Fonts used (2018): Century Gothic from Microsoft Word
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Name of Engineer(s): _________________________________________

2. Your teacher will show you the starting point and the ending point that the person
with
the container
water must
follow. in
Your
teacher will also
show a
you the
Learningwalking
Target:
I can
use theofDesign
Process
attempting
to solve
amount of water that needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
challenge.
the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
_________________________________________________________________
Problem:be transported.)
_
What is the 3. You_ may
_ _ test
_ _ your
_ _ container
_ _ _ _ while
_ _ _building
_ _ _ it_in_order
_ _ to
_ make
_ _ _needed
_ _ _ improvements.
_ _ _
problem that
_________________________________________________________________
needs to be4. You_ will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
by having one team member walk it along the course.
solved?
_________________________________________________________________
_ various recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
Supplies:
_ _ Include
_ _ _ _student
_ _ _voice
_ _ and
_ _ choice
_ _ _ in
_ this
_ _ part,
_ _ or_ what
_ _ you
_ _ or_ they
_ _ collect
_ _ from
(Options:
_________________________________________________________________
home!)
_
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):

Supplies:Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
What supplies
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
will I use? technologies to create the water container model.

Students can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
My Plan: you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
Imagine and
Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
plan!
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
Collaborate
students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
and create!they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
and why!

Reflecting:
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
to the village using the constructed container?
Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
24
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Reflecting:

Did I solve the problem?

Yes

21

No

What worked
2. Your
teacher
will show
you thebetter?
starting point
Could
I make
my design
Yes and
Nothe ending point that the person
for me?
walking with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the
What did not
amount of water that needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
work for me?
the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point

by having
your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
_________________________________________________________________
be transported.)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

3. You_________________________________________________________________
may test your container while building it in order to make needed improvements.
_
4. You_________________________________________________________________
will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
_
by having
one team member walk it along the course.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Supplies:
various recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
_________________________________________________________________
(Options:
_ Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
home!)
_________________________________________________________________
_
Next Steps
(Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Students
will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
_________________________________________________________________
sharing.
They
will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
_
technologies to create the water container model.
Students can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
Created by Susan Dykshoorn,
2018. share
Please askabout
permission
before
copying.
students
their
idea,
why they thought this would be the best solution, how
CC Images used (2018):
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
and why!
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Question_mark_blue.png
https://www.deviantart.com/pixel-slinger/art/Elementary-School-Supplies-358344655

Reflecting:

https://pixabay.com/en/planning-plan-adjusting-aspirations-620299/

The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
to the village using the constructed container?

http://www.dpti.sa.gov.au/livingneighbourhoods/welcome/about-living-neighbourhoods
Fonts used (2018): Century Gothic from Microsoft Word

Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
www.runforwater.ca
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Name of Engineer(s): _________________________________________

2. Your teacher will show you the starting point and the ending point that the person
with
the container
water must
follow. in
Your
teacher will also
show a
you the
Learningwalking
Target:
I can
use theofDesign
Process
attempting
to solve
amount of water that needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
challenge.
the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
Problem:be transported.)
What is the 3. You may test your container while building it in order to make needed improvements.
problem that
needs to be4. You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
by having one team member walk it along the course.
solved?
various recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
Supplies:Supplies:
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
What supplies
home!)
will I use?
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):

My Plan: Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and

sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
Imagine and
technologies to create the water container model.
plan!
CollaborateStudents can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
and create!look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
Did Additional
I solve theResources
problem?on Yes
No
Reflecting:
you (See
page 11).
What worked
I make
my design
better?
Don’t Could
forget to
have students
present
their Yes
work toNo
their peers! Everyone loves to talk
for me?
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
What did not
students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
work for me?
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
and why!
Reflecting:
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
to the village using the constructed container?
Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
Created by Susan Dykshoorn, 2018. Please ask permission before copying. Font used (2018) Century Gothic by Microsoft Word
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Investigation: __________________________________
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2. Scientist(s):
Your teacher will_______________________________________
show you the starting point and the ending point that the person
Name of

walking with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the
amount
of water
that needs
travel
with the person
walking fromInquiry.”
the starting point to
Learning
Target:
I can
use tothe
“Process
of Scientific
the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
_________________________________________________________
be transported.)
Ask a question
_
_ _ container
_ _ _ _ while
_ _ _building
_ _ _ it_ in_ order
_ _ _to _make
_ _ needed
_ _ _ improvements.
_ _ _
3. You may test_ your
_________________________________________________________
4. You will share
_ and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
by having one team
member walk it along the course.
_________________________________________________________
_ recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
Supplies: various
_ _student
_ _ _ voice
_ _ _and
_ choice
_ _ _ in
_ this
_ _ part,
_ _ or
_ what
_ _ _you_ or
_ they
_ _ collect
_ _ from
(Options: Include
_________________________________________________________
home!)
_
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):

Conduct
your
Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
investigation
technologies to create the water container model.

Students can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
and why!
Reflecting:
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
to the village using the constructed container?
Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
www.runforwater.ca
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Explanation

_________________________________________________________
2. Your teacher_ will show you the starting point and the ending point that the person
_ container
_ _ _ _ of
_ water
_ _ _ must
_ _ follow.
_ _ _ Your
_ _ _teacher
_ _ _ will
_ also
_ _ show
_ _ _you
_ the
walking with the
_________________________________________________________
amount of water that needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
_ can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
the ending. (You
by having your _________________________________________________________
students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
be transported.)
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
3. You may test_________________________________________________________
your container while building it in order to make needed improvements.
_ and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
4. You will share
by having one team member walk it along the course.

Supplies: various recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
home!)
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
technologies to create the water container model.
Students can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
Created by Susan Dykshoorn,
2018. Pleaseshare
ask permission
beforetheir
copying.idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
students
about
CC Images used (2018): they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
and why!
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Question_mark_blue.png
https://openclipart.org/detail/195741/science-explosion

Reflecting:

https://openclipart.org/detail/18427/pencil

https://openclipart.org/detail/29061/a-simple-magnifying-glass

The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
Fonts used (2018): Century Gothic from Microsoft Word
to the village using the constructed container?
https://www.goodfreephotos.com/vector-images/diverse-group-of-students-working-on-project-vector-clipart.png.php

Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
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Name of
2. Scientist(s):
Your teacher will_______________________________________
show you the starting point and the ending point that the person
walking with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the

Learning
Target:
I can
use tothe
“Process
of Scientific
amount
of water
that needs
travel
with the person
walking fromInquiry.”
the starting point to

Ask a

the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
by having your _________________________________________________________
students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
question
be transported.)
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
3. You may test_________________________________________________________
your container while building it in order to make needed improvements.
_ and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
4. You will share
_________________________________________________________
by having one team
member walk it along the course.
_
Supplies: various
_ _recyclables
_ _ _ _ _(cereal
_ _ _boxes,
_ _ _ cracker
_ _ _ boxes,
_ _ _ etc.),
_ _ _tape,
_ _paper,
_ _ _yarn, etc.
(Options: Include
student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
_________________________________________________________
home!)
_

Next Steps (Ideating,
Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
_________________________________________________________
Form
a
_
Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
prediction
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and

technologies to_________________________________________________________
create the water container model.
_
_________________________________________________________
Students can now
begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
look like), plan _(draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
ideas of others,_ decide
_ _ _ on
_ an
_ _idea
_ _to_use),
_ _ create
_ _ _ (gather
_ _ _ supplies,
_ _ _ _ divide
_ _ _your
_ _work so
each team member
has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
_________________________________________________________
journaling. An example
of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
_
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).

your materials and what you did:
Test Don’t
yourforget to Draw
have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
prediction
students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
(investigation)
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
and why!

Reflecting:
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
Make
to the village using the constructed container?

observations.
Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
Write not?
them
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
down.
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
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Explanation _________________________________________________________
_
2. Your teacher will show you the starting point and the ending point that the person
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
walking with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the
_________________________________________________________
amount of water
that needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
_ can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
the ending. (You
by having your _________________________________________________________
students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
_
be transported.)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
3. You may test_________________________________________________________
your container while building it in order to make needed improvements.
_
4. You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
by having one team member walk it along the course.

Supplies: various recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
home!)
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
technologies to create the water container model.
Students can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
and why!
Reflecting:

Created by Susan Dykshoorn, 2018. Please ask permission before copying.
CC Images used (2018):

The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
http://www.nikglifeandstyle.com/2011_09_01_archive.html
to the village using the constructed container?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Question_mark_blue.png

https://openclipart.org/detail/195741/science-explosion

Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
https://www.goodfreephotos.com/vector-images/diverse-group-of-students-working-on-project-vector-clipart.png.php
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
Fonts used (2018): Centurythis
Gothic task?
from Microsoft
Word do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
How
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
https://openclipart.org/detail/18427/pencil

https://openclipart.org/detail/29061/a-simple-magnifying-glass
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Investigation:
__________________________________
2. Your teacher
will show you the starting point and the ending point that the person
walking with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the

amount
of water that
needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
Name of
Scientist(s):
_______________________________________

the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
by having
yourI students
suggest
“course” ofof
travel
or how much
water is required to
Learning
Target:
can use
thethe
“Process
Scientific
Inquiry.”
be transported.)

Ask a question
3. You may test your container while building it in order to make needed improvements.
4. You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
by having one team member walk it along the course.
Supplies: various recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
home!)
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
Form
a
Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
prediction
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
technologies to create the water container model.

Students can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
Materials
andand
investigation
team member
has a role),
test! Feel freeplan:
to have students use discussion or
Test each
your
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
prediction
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).

(investigation)
Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk

about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
and why!

Reflecting:
Make
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
observations.
meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
Write students
them
to the village using the constructed container?
down.
Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
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Explanation

2. Your teacher will show you the starting point and the ending point that the person
walking with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the
amount of water that needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
be transported.)
3. You may test your container while building it in order to make needed improvements.
4. You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
by having one team member walk it along the course.
Supplies: various recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
home!)
Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
technologies to create the water container model.

Students can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
Created by Susan Dykshoorn, 2018. Please ask permission before copying.
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
CC Images used (2018):
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Question_mark_blue.png

Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
https://openclipart.org/detail/195741/science-explosion
students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
https://openclipart.org/detail/18427/pencil
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
https://openclipart.org/detail/29061/a-simple-magnifying-glass
and why!
https://www.goodfreephotos.com/vector-images/diverse-group-of-students-working-on-project-vector-clipart.png.php
http://www.nikglifeandstyle.com/2011_09_01_archive.html

Fonts used (2018): Century Gothic from Microsoft Word

Reflecting:

The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
to the village using the constructed container?
Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
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2. Your teacher will show you the starting point and the ending point that the person
walking with the container
water Water:
must follow. Your teacher will also show you the
Runof For
amount of water that needs to travel with the person walking from the starting point to
Classroom
WaterandUsage
the ending. (You
can negotiate meaning
increase student engagement at this point
by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
Chart
be transported.)
3. You may test yourClass:
container _________
while building it in order to make needed improvements.
4. You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use
by having one team member walk it along the course.
Supplies: various recyclables (cereal boxes, cracker boxes, etc.), tape, paper, yarn, etc.
(Options:
Include
voicetime
and you
choice
in water
this part,
or what you or they collect from
“Black
out” student
a box each
use
today.
home!)See how often we use water! See how quickly the

bucket/chart
gets
usedSharing,
up or “blacked
Next Steps
(Ideating,
Making,
Applyingout!”
Skills and Technologies):

Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
technologies to create the water container model.
Students can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
and why!
Reflecting:
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
to the village using the constructed container?
Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
Key for “using up” (black out) water:
not? What went well? What needed improvement?
work
together?
Sip orHow
drink did
fromyour
waterteam
bottle—1
square
Flush
a toilet—3
What was a hard part? What was a part that went
well?
Whatsquares
did you like most about
Wash hands—2 squares
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario?
How does this relate to what
Other—1 square
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
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license https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bucket_Mech.svg
or https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
2. Your teacher will show you the starting point
and the ending point that the person
commons/thumb/0/03/Bucket_Mech.svg/718px-Bucket_Mech.svg.png
walking with the container of water must follow. Your teacher will also show you the

amountTable
of water
that
travel Word
with Century
the person
and font
usedneeds
(2019):to
Microsoft
Gothicwalking
and Arial from the starting point to
the ending. (You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point
by having your students suggest the “course” of travel or how much water is required to
The idea behind
this activity is for students to see how quickly we use water—to give them the idea
be transported.)

that many girls in remote villages in Ethiopia walk 5+ km to get water, and that water is precious. This
will help them
understand
theyour
limitscontainer
to the cleanwhile
waterbuilding
availableitininthese
villages
compared
to how
3. You
may test
order
to make
needed
improvements.
readily we have access to a LOT of clean water! This will tie in to some of the Inquiry-Science and
STEM/ADST
4. You will share and present
your curriculum.
group’s finished container and demonstrate its use

having
one team
member
it alongstudent
the course.
Feel free to by
modify
this activity
as you
see fit orwalk
incorporate
choice (i.e.: the “key” for crossing
off/using up water boxes can be negotiated with your students if you want—I just put it there as a
various
recyclables
(cereal
boxes,
cracker
etc.),
tape,
paper, yarn, etc.
suggestion, Supplies:
or print off more
copies
to see which
table group
in your
classboxes,
conserves
water
the best,
(Options: Include student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from
etc.)
home!)

Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies):
Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and
technologies to create the water container model.
Students can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the
ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for
you (See Additional Resources on page 11).
Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have
students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not
and why!
Reflecting:
The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to get water
to the village using the constructed container?
Think about how the model worked. Was your water container successful? Why or why
not? What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together?
What was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about
this task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what
you learned about the rural Ethiopian communities working with Run for Water?
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